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Module 1 

I. 
A. car, train, plane, motorbike, scooter, boat, bus, bicycle, ship, taxi, come out of, 
take, go by/in a (car), drive, delay, miss, jam, get in a jam, break down, possibility, 
fame, reputation, agreement, distance, remote, steering wheel    
 
B. march, slip, crawl, wander, creep, stagger, stray, trip 
 
pick up speed, take on weight, gain experience, win a competition, get freedom, 
get in a car, get on a train, on the bus, go by bike, miss a chance, bad habit, break 
down on the way, gain fame/renown, come to an agreement, enjoy something, fix a 
problem, get into traffic congestion, to delay takeoff, catch the bus, means of 
transport 
 
 
II.  
1. The car is the most common means of transport in many countries where good 
roads have been built.  
2.  Travelling by air takes a lot less time than on a train.  
3. The flight was delayed because of the bad weather conditions at the airport of 
arrival.  
4. This road racer will gain world fame after several victories in a row and is going 
to be a champion.  
5. The air company has not agreed to change the cost of airplane tickets for their 
flights, although they suffered damages/financial losses.  
6. This driver has a bad habit of talking on the mobile while driving, although this 
is strongly forbidden by the road rules.  
7. We were late because the car had broke down on the way and we had been 
looking for a garage for quite a long time.  
8. The bus was overcrowded at the rush hour and I was not able to get on it with all 
my luggage. There was nothing left but to take a taxi.  
9. There is nothing better than riding a bike on the forest paths, especially if the 
bike is made for it.  
10. This car brand has a very good reputation owing to its reliability and safety.  
11. I can’t get rid of my bad habit to speed up on the highway and they had fined 
(ticketed – Amer.) me several times already.  
12. In the long run my family have come to an agreement on which car to buy for 
our summer journeys and soon we’ll set out on a trip.  
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III. 
1. – Have you ever travelled by air?  
   – Yes, many times.  
   – Where did you go? 
   – To the Black Sea with my parents.  
 
2. – Our flight seems to be delayed.  
    – Let’s take a look at the departure board.  
    – Yes, indeed! The flight is delayed for 1 hour.  
    – No problem. We can have coffee and take a walk around the airport.  
 
3. – What do you think about riding a motor-bike? 
    – I think it’s OK. You?  
    – I prefer to go by car.  
    – No wonder. If it rains (In the rainy weather) the car is better.  
  
4. – I am sick and tired of jams on the roads.  
   – So am I, but nothing can be done about it.  
   – I know a faster short cut from here without road jams.  
   – Why haven’t you told me about it before?  
 
5. – Do you know that I have won a bicycle race?  
    – Really? My congratulations!  
    – Thanks! Do you ride a bicycle?  
    – Sometimes, but I do not take part in races.  
 
 
IV. 
Out of all means of transport I like to walk most of all. No doubt, a good car can 
give you much joy, and going by bike is also good for health. By travelling on foot 
(hiking) lets you get everywhere on time and see a lot. I never miss my chance to 
hike in the country and to see the most picturesque places of my region. Going on 
foot is an excellent exercise and it helps me to avoid gaining (putting on) extra 
weight. Besides I do not care about traffic jams and do not worry that something is 
going to break down on the way. All I need is sports shoes, light clothes and an 
umbrella in case it rains. Sometimes I take a train or a bus to get to a remote lake 
or other picturesque/beautiful places. There I walk with my camera and take 
pictures to remember the trip.  
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Module 2 
I.  
A. fruit, vegetables, cereals, dairy products, milk, cottage cheese/curds, butter, oil, 
yogurt, sour cream, meat, beef, veal, pork, mutton, poultry, chicken, fish, salmon, 
tuna, sturgeon, pike, carbohydrates, fats, protein, side dish, ingredients, stir, toss, 
mix, fry, grill, roast, dry, marinate 
 
B. skinny, pale, underweight, tough/difficult, urgent, do one’s best, make fun of, 
make peace with, do one’s hair, make a mistake, make a fortune, do harm, make 
friends, make space/move aside, do somebody a favour, make certain, make war 
with  
 
C. onion, cheese, fruit, bread, toast, meat, rice, strawberries, beans, biscuits, cake, 
pie, pasta, spaghetti, grated (cheese), steak, rare, unripe, fizzy/sparkling, fried/ 
grilled/roast(ed)  
 
II.  
A. sprinkle with cheese, fry until browned, soak beans till morning, simmer 
vegetables, drain (well), low fat, cane sugar, well-done steak, sparkling water, 
fresh fruit, control one’s weight, cut on salt, marinate for several hours 
 
B. do the washing up/wash up, make a decision, do somebody a favour/a good 
turn, make an appointment, do a job, do a good job 
 
C. control one’s weight, reduce the salt intake/cut on salt, achieve the goal, 
peel/remove the skin, treat with love, false teeth, prescription/recipe, receipt,  
 
III. 
1. I need a recipe of Yorkshire pudding to treat my guests to a real English dish.  
2. I do not know what to do to take extra weight off.  
3. How long were you marinating the chicken before roasting it?  
4. I try not to take fat because oil is healthier.  
5. In our family were always preferred a low-calorie diet.  
6. I am going to make a cake but I need flour, several eggs, milk and fresh butter.  
7. Preserved/Packeted juice contains additives and freshly made juice is better to 
drink.  
8. You had better eat fewer sandwiches not to put on extra weight.  
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9. I can make you an omelet and you will have a quick bite not to be hungry/to tide 
you over till supper.  
10. When I travel, I usually take a couple of sandwiches with ham and cheese, and 
also some hard-boiled eggs.  
11. Not to eat too many calories we always buy skimmed milk.  
12. To me boiled meat is better than fried because I have some stomach problems 
and need a “nothing fried” diet.  
 
IV. 
1 – I am starving.  
   – Weight a minute. I am laying the table.  
   – What are we going to have for dinner?  
    – Cucumber salad, cold beet-root soup and chicken with rice.  
    – There is nothing better than a cold beet-rout soup on such a hot day.  
 
2. – Why do you need so many plums?  
    – I want to cook a plum pudding.  
    – I have never tasted it.  
    – Wait a little. It’s delicious.  
 
3. – Telephone is ringing!  
    – I can’t answer it. The milk is on the cooker.  
   – Do you think it is going to boil over?    
   – Sure. It’s about to boil.  
 
4. – For how long do you need to stew/simmer tomatoes?   
   – Just a little. Not more than five minutes.  
   – Should I add them to the borsch?  
   – Yes. They give borsch a very pleasant flavor.  
 
5. – Wait a minute and I will treat you to a freshly made juice.  
   – How do you make fresh juice?  
   – I have a juice squeezer/juicer.  
   – OK, you have a juicer for orange and grapefruit juice.  
 
 
V. 
I try to take care of my health. First of all I never overeat. Extra food means extra 
weight and this is bad for health. Besides I tray to take more fresh vegetables and 
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fruit, that contain many vitamins and useful minerals. Sometimes instead of 
vegetables and fruit I drink freshly made juice. As usual I prefer to eat frequently 
but a little at a time. Doctors say it’s good for health. Of course I often find time to 
take a walk and spend more time in the fresh air. This helps me to stay well and not 
to catch cold. I also try to avoid contact with sick people not to catch an infection 
from them. I certainly do fall ill from time to time but I recover quite fast.  
 
 

Module 3 
I. 
A. travel, trip/travel, intend, picturesque, fashionable (trendy), distant, close, ticket, 
tour, hotel, room, room service, stay, check in, check out, pre-pay, book (reserve) a 
room, cross, ferry, tunnel, boundary (of a garden), border (of a state), edge (of 
space), luxurious, historic (important), historical (referring to the past), impressive, 
expensive, business/economic class, take off/land   
 
B. keep  in touch, make travel arrangements, see the point, try local food, make a 
decision/make up one’s mind, tourist boom, break one’s promise, keep one’s word, 
leading company, take steps  
 
II. 
keep one’s word, with trees on either side, make up one’s mind, take steps, stay en 
suite, all-inclusive, change the scene, break the monotony, national cuisine,  at first 
sight, catch sight of, lose sight of, know by face, pebbled, historical sights, historic 
meeting.  
 
III. 
1. When we reached the hotel, all the rooms had been taken already and we were 
put up for the night in the hall.  
2. I booked a hotel room on the Internet and it turned out to be much cheaper than 
traditional booking at the tourist agency.  
3. To me travelling by air is preferable than by train or in a car, and in many 
situations this is the only way to reach my destination.  
4. Hotel service was excellent and I gave my compliments to them in the guest 
book, although I had stayed at more expensive hotels before.  
5. My brother was so impressed by his trip to Nepal that he made up his mind to 
save/put a whole photo album on his Internet sight.  
6. I was looking forward to the coach tour across the whole of Western Europe to 
the UK and especially to crossing the English Channel by ferry.  
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7. Before checking out of the hotel I made sure that I would not have to make any 
extra payment except the cost of bed and breakfast.  
8. At the hotel I liked most of all the buffet/smorgasbord restaurant service, which 
was pretty expensive but was worth the money I paid.  
9. The flight was delayed and the whole of our group had to spend the night sitting 
upright in the chairs of the passenger lounge, waiting for the boarding 
announcement.  
10. My parents were delighted with the local Pakistani cuisine although all the 
food was rather hot, including dishes that were marked on the menu as “mild”.  
11. All the staff of our company are always on the way somewhere because 
without business trips international trade is impossible.  
12. It was windy on the coast but despite that we went for a walk because there is 
nothing better than fresh sea air, sound of the waves and a magnificent view/vista 
till the horizon.    
 
IV. 
1. – Have you ever been to Greece?  
   – Yes, I had been to Greece before you were born.  
   – But I am only thinking about going there with my friend.  
   – Be sure to visit the Acropolis of Athens.  
 
2. – How long have you been in Spain already? 
   – I have spend a week here already have not even noticed it.  
   – And what did you like most of all?  
   – Everything is not bad but, frankly speaking, I expected a better hotel.  
 
3. – Did you have some shopping time in Mexico?  
   – We had little free time but we could visit souvenir stores/shops. 
   – Did you buy/Bought anything?  
   – Sure. Everybody was buying local souvenirs and I bought a mask of Aztecs.  
 
4. – At last I have visited the National Gallery of London.  
   – So, what do you think of it? Was it good?  
   – Very impressive! Such a collection of paintings can’t leave anybody 
indifferent.  
   – How much is the entrance fee? Expensive?  
   – Not at all! The entrance is free of charge. Anybody can enter and see any 
exposition or an exhibition.  
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V. 
I went from London to Newcastle and bought a return ticket. This intercity train 
unlike local trains was very fast and made only one stop. In contrast, local trains 
call at every station. By the way, there you can change over to other trains such as 
express trains. On the train they offered newspapers, snacks, drinks and sweets. 
The seat was comfortable and although it took us only three hours to get to 
Newcastle I took a nap. On the way I had a chat with my neighbor and we 
discussed the English weather. The day was bright and sunny but when we were 
near Newcastle we saw that it had been raining there for no less than a week.    
 
 

Module 4 
I.  
A. rain, shower, drizzle, downpour, hurricane, tsunami, storm, thunder, lightening, 
hail, hailstorm, blizzard, water flood, waves, wind, rain drop, snow flakes, damage, 
desert, extinct (animals), habitat, deforestation, species, poach/poaching, 
encage/put in a cage, lone (animal), endangered, assist (something or somebody), 
destroy, predator, prey, ban 
 
B. force (to do something)/make (do something), alternative, source, address, 
changes, contribution (to the common cause), found, find, protect, defend, 
problem/issue, act 
 
II. 
A. gusts of wind, high wind, freezing, tear off the roof, unsettled weather, feel 
under the weather, dust storm, global warming, greenhouse effect, air and water 
pollution, a drop in number, face something, suffer from consequences, conserve 
the environment, create reserve areas  
 
B. face/be on the verge of extinction, play a vital role, cause serious/major 
problems, be directly related to, make something impossible, the situation calls 
for/demands action, be under pressure, accept the idea, contrary to popular belief, 
be under threat, be aware of, remind somebody of,  
 
III. 
1. The chimneys of plants and factories emit harmful gases and chemical 
substances into the atmosphere on a daily basis.  
2. Ozone layer in the atmosphere had become noticeably thinner by the end of the 
20th century and since then this issue has been under control of scientists.  
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3. In some regions hunting wolves is permitted to keep their numbers down 
although in other areas wolves are protected by law.  
4. During recent decades our ecological system has undergone great changes and 
has become the subject of heated debates.  
5. Illegal logging of trees does a lot of damage to nature and its consequences are 
more dangerous than deforestation alone.  
6. Genetically modified food may turn out to be harmful and have an undesirable 
effect on the genetic system of humans.  
7. Global warming makes glaciers melt and this results in the raise of water level in 
the world ocean, causing frequent water floods.  
8. If people in the 19th century had been concerned with ecology, our habitat would 
be an excellent and safe living space today.  
9. Many animals have already been entered in the Red Book because they are 
either extinct or are on the verge of extinction and in need of protection.  
10. The depletion/thinning of the ozone layer in the atmosphere is caused by 
harmful gases that create huge windows in the ozone layer and we are losing our 
natural protection against radiation coming from space.  
11. In many big cities campaigns are held to support the use of public transport but 
not private/privately owned cars.  
12. No poacher should be allowed to go unpunished after the meaningless 
slaughter of animals for the sake of fur and decorations.  
 
IV. 
1. – Do you know that your children have put the forest/wood on fire in the city 
outskirts?  
   – Yes, but children will be children and they do not understand do’s and don’ts.  
   – You should have told them about the danger of making fire in the forest/wood.  
   – I think you are right but now it’s too late to speak about it.  
 
2. – Have you ever seen parked cars with the engine still working?  
   – Sometimes. The engine in these cars is on and this happens especially often in 
the cold season.  
   – Can you imagine how many exhaust fumes get in the atmosphere while the car 
is parked and the owner is busy?  
   – Sure, we can imagine what air we breathe in as a result of such useless work of 
the engine.  
 
3. – Why do poachers catch sturgeon because of caviar and throw away the fish 
back in the river?  
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   – Because the caviar is much more expensive than fish itself and they catch 
thousands of sturgeons because of caviar and sell it at a very high price.  
   – But can anything be done at all to stop poaching and save the sturgeon?  
   – I think we can boycott caviar sales outside the shops because it was produced 
illegally.  
 
4. – I have made up my mind to get to my job by public transport. This seems to be 
more convenient and economical/money saving.  
   – Could be. But what is the convenience in it? Is it that you don’t have to think 
about road jams and to look for a place to park your car?  
   – Yes! And of course you save money on the car fuel. This is important although 
travelling in your own car is more comfortable than on the bus.  
   – I agree. We ought to think about/take care of ecology in the city!  
 
V. 
People sometimes behave to nature as if it were not their common house at all. If 
only they had known before what dangerous consequences would result from their 
activities. Sometimes everybody will understand that we ought not (to) pollute the 
atmosphere and water, log forests and throw so many harmful substances into the 
ocean. We should have raised the alarm earlier and take measures/steps to protect 
the environment. It’s high time we did not only sign international 
treaties/agreements about measures to stop change of climate and global warming 
but also realized/implemented them. It’s a pity so much time has been lost in 
resolving ecological problems/issues on the Earth.   
 
 
 

Module 5 
I. 
A. computer, modem, cord, monitor/screen, printer, software, application, hard 
disk/drive, save (to the computer), search/browse, hyperlink, click, mouses/mice, 
memory, flash memory/memory stick, mobile phone, program writer, life style, 
entertainment, fashion, treat   
 
B. detect, shrink, spread, reduce, grow, harmful, support, artificial, experiment, 
electronic, electric, industry, consider, development, proceed (into), proceed (to) 
 
II. 
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A. the only child, extended family, fashionable region,  visit the outskirts, 
stylish/elegant dress,  modern design, well/poorly paid job, high/low income, 
highly qualified professional/specialist, sociable person, quiet area, independent 
policy, patient personality/nature/character, hardworking colleague, win/lose a 
battle against, common/widely spread disease, cut the risk, harmful for the 
environment 
 
B. cause trouble, delete a file, personal history/biography, central theme, sensitive 
issue, identify/find a problem, object to, leave the key behind/forget the key, 
remind to do something, do/carry out research into the new viruses, behave 
politely, seem very familiar, control emotions/feelings, endless possibilities  
 
III. 
1. Despite the high cost of treatment, we decided to spend the money on health.  
2. Although the public transport works well and I have a car of my own, I still 
prefer to walk.  
3. Even if you do not get a high scoring at the exam, you can still be admitted to 
the University/enter the University/become a University student.  
4. His everyday schedule is so packed that he can’t even go to sleep and sleeping 
pills do not help any longer.  
5. Even small children can benefit from the computer if they sit in front of the 
screen for a limited period of time.  
6. This decision of the city authorities was not the best and resulted in big 
problems with the city transport.  
7. This workshop/seminar will be given/devoted to the problems and prospects of 
nanotechnology – the science about creation and transformation of tiny particles.  
8. I think every young person dreams about success in his or her/their life but not 
everyone knows what he/she has to do for this.  
9. No sooner had the VCR (video cassette recorders) gone on sale than scientists 
invented digital technology and compact discs (CDs) replaced video cassettes.  
10. Commercials take very much TV time and this often causes dissatisfaction of 
TV viewers who turn away from advertizing spots.  
11. Selling things on the internet is getting more and more common and popular in 
many countries, although this business has drawbacks/is not free of drawbacks.  
12. There are always many customers at the fast food shops, although the effect of 
this junk food on human health gives rise to/causes concern.  
 
IV. 
1. – Have you bought anything already at Internet shops?  
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   – Yes, several times, although each time I was not sure about the quality of the 
items.  
   – But you still think that buying on the Internet is convenient?  
   – I think so, yes. At least, this service saves our time.  
 
2. – What do you think about fast food shops?  
   – I think this chain is good for busy people.  
   – And what would you think of how useful all these sandwiches and hamburgers 
are?  
   – Yes, this is an issue. People are said to put on weight because of such food.  
 
3. – I want so much to buy something fashionable but inexpensive.  
   – But you have already bought for yourself trendy shoes and they are quite 
expensive.  
   – Yes, I bought a pair last week but by that time you had bought for yourself a 
handbag.  
 – When I bought a handbag you had already bought a new hat for yourself!  
 
4. – You look great in this shirt with short sleeves.  
   – Thanks. The shirt is beautiful indeed but I need a tie for it.  
   – I think you will find a beautiful and stylish tie at the clothes shop.  
   – Yes, I am going there in the afternoon. And in the evening I have a date! 
 
5. – What would you do if you were in my shoes and your best friend would betray 
you?  
   – Perhaps I would take offence or perhaps I would understand the reasons. I 
don’t know.  
   – OK. Don’t let the cat out of the bag/Keep it under your hat. I will think what to 
do.  
   – Of course, think about it. Time will show what to do and you may still remain 
friends.  
 
V. 
I can’t keep up with the fashion at all. The skirts become either shorter or longer. 
The hats each year are either bigger or smaller. The heels are either higher or 
shorter. Clothes colors change every year. The prices also change and you have to 
pay more and more for trendy accessories. And besides you need to pay for a 
popular clothes designer. If the brand is widely known, the clothes cost a lot more. 
And I want to be fashionably dressed so much! Of course I can buy clothes at 
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inexpensive stores. They also sell beautiful items but I still want to boast 
something from a famous manufacturer or couturier. And where do you buy your 
clothes? You always show good taste and many people pay attention to/notice you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


